Misguided Minnesota Mines:
Proposed copper sulfide mines near the

Boundary Water Canoe Area Wilderness
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Discussion
The final map shows the areas that will be most affected by copper mining presence in
northern Minnesota. The analyses revealed that portions of the BWCA will be negatively af-

fected by Twin Metals’ mine. After final analysis, it appears that the effect on surface waters will range from a mid– to high– impact; there is indication that land near the mine will
be highly impacted. As such, legislation should endorse a buffer around the BWCA in which
mining is not allowed. There should also be legislation to hold Twin Metals accountable if
they gain approval to mine but do not handle waste properly, during the mining process
and continuing after the deposits have depleted.
This analyses provides a multifaceted look at how the surrounding area and critical habitats will be impacted by the mining, but leaves out helpful information. I was unable to find
data to support groundwater analyses, which would have provided a more extensive look
at how the mining will impact the nearby bodies of water and ecosystem. Rates of surface
water infiltration would also provide further information regarding what effects the copper mining would have. Future research should consider how quickly the negative impacts
will occur after mining begins and for how long the area will remain impacted after completion of the mining.
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